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PROGRAM OVERVIEW
During the Orleans Teachers’ Retreat, you will get a chance to:

-

Network with highly skilled dance instructors with a diverse dancing background
Develop or grow your yoga & meditation practice
Learn about Native American culture and traditions by connecting with local tribes
Share your love of dancing by assisting in instruction for beginners of all ages and skill levels
Hone your salsa dancing skills & participate in a demo showcase
Spearhead charitable efforts to improve the lives of the people in Orleans
Take a week for yourself!

Our 7-day program includes two travel days, lodging in a beautiful mountainside cabin with 6
other dance professionals, 3 days of instruction, and one social dancing facilitation at the
Harvest Festival. The Harvest Fest is a yearly community event with arts & crafts vendors, salsa
making competition, crop sharing, music, dancing, gift raffles, and more! Find a new home with
local tribes, Humboldt County families, and groups of young activists and artists staying on the
reservation, because when you leave, you’ll discover that Orleans—the land, the place, the
people—has stolen your heart.
Cost for the program is $250, travel not included. Food & lodging provided.

APPLICANT ELIGIBILITY
We are looking for dance instructor’s committed to continued education, to holistic dance
practices, to healing through dance, and to having a good time!
Applicants must be 21 or older to attend, with at least two years of dance performance and
instruction background. Knowledge of salsa dancing basics is a plus. You may send in a resume
along with your application to imdancehappystudios@gmail.com.
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APPLICANT INFORMATION
Name:

Age:

Please describe your dance performance and instruction background. (Number of years, what style/genre,
with what company/studio)

Let us know what interests or experiences you have any or all of the following elements: minority
groups, social issues/activism, dance as therapy, philosophies of teaching. Feel free to include any
passion or interest of yours that is not included in the list above.

